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This research aim to know: (1) The correlation between Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster with the Teacher Performance of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang, (2) The correlation between Motivation of Working Teacher with the Teacher Performance of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang, and (3) The correlation between Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster and Motivation of Working Teacher by together with the Teacher Performance of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang. This research is used the methodology of quantitative by kind of the research is the research of correlational descriptive, the population of this research are 57 persons and the sample are 52 persons.

The findings of research inform:
First, there are correlation positive and significant between Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster with the Teacher Performance of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang ($r_{y1} = 0.394$) at level $= 0.05$. This matter indicate that if Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster good hence will be good also effectiveness of teacher duty, that way also on the contrary ugly progressively Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster hence ugly progressively teacher performance learn in The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang. Result of coefficient determination ($r^2_{y1} = 0.395$) can be interpreted by that 39.5% variable of teacher performance determined by Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster.

Second, there are correlation positive and significant between Motivation of Working Teacher with the Teacher Performance of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of
Deli Serdang ($r_{y,2} = 0.225$) at level = 0.05. This matter indicate that if Motivation of Working Teacher good hence will be good also effectiveness of teacher duty, that way also on the contrary ugly progressively Motivation of Working Teacher hence ugly progressively teacher performance learn in The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang. Result of coefficient determination ($r^2_{y,2} = 0.495$) can be interpreted by that 49,5% variable of teacher performance determined by Motivation of Working Teacher.

Third, there are correlation positive and significant between Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster and Motivation of Working Teacher with the Teacher Performance Learn of The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang ($r_{y,12} = 0.011$) at level = 0.05. This matter indicate that if Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster and Motivation of Working Teacher about good instructional management good hence will be good also effectiveness of teacher duty or good teacher performance, that way also on the contrary ugly progressively Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster and Motivation of Working Teacher hence ugly progressively teacher performance learn in The Private Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Washliyah in Tembung Subdistrict of Percut Sei Tuan Regency of Deli Serdang. Result of coefficient determination ($r^2_{y,12} = 0.558$) can be interpreted by that 55,8% variable of teacher performance determined by Teacher’s Perception about Leadership of Headmaster and Motivation of Working Teacher.